John H Hansson
Lancs CC. Saturday 11th March 2017.
My appreciation to Chris, Janet & committee for my invitation, as ever a
really enjoyable show in spite of the ear bashing I received. I was
fortunate to have a team of stewards in the form of Amna Choudrey &
Jennifer Spence, both ladies were a pleasure to work with. I had a
wonderful line up for BIS, my eventual winner was the British Blue kitten,
who beat off really stiff competition from the Maine Coon/Oriental &
Persian winners in particular. But that said she was seriously gorgeous &
she will hopefully carry this forward. Not at all bad for a baby.
Part 2; Full Version,
Olympian Grand, Adult, Female; Two Females I have had before & placed in
reversed order previously.
OLY WHITMORE’S IMP GR CH SUNSHIMMER VELA FLEUR LILIUM.
BEN n 24. 18-05-15. Brown Spotted Bengal, This girl was showing excellent
maturity considering her youth. Rounded wedge, with high cheeks, good
whisker pads, giving breadth, rounded brow, hint of break, firm chin & level bite.
Her ears are set well & are a good medium size, round at the tips. Her eyes are
large & well shaped being fuller rounded oval with dark liner enhancing the
green colour. Wonderful body , it was long & beautifully firm well boned legs,,
round paws, good size, moderately thick , to its medium length. Beautiful coat
very soft & luxurious, possessing excellent density to its medium length.
Dramatic well defined pattern, intricate elements over the shoulders, with
horizontal elongated rosettes along her sides, well broken spine line, spotted
tummy which she showed off to good effect, very well defined leg barring spots
onto the lower legs & ankles, lovely facial striations, the facials are excellent,
cheek ribbons, almost linking beneath her chin, to form a chin strap, complicated
scarab on her brow. Colour has deep golden bronze colour, with rich warm
apricot undercoat, beautiful contrast between pattern & ground with slight
shimmer of glitter evident in parts, today she was a little more relaxed & as
result showed a little better hence the reversal of placings., her condition was
superb I understand she was later Best of Variety adult.
RES OLY OAKLEY’D OLYB IMP GR CH KREMLINKATZ KATYA KALIKOVA.
RUS a. 26-06-13. Russian Blue, looking as good as ever, head has a short wedge,
from the eyes down, showing slight angle in profile, her muzzle has the required
prominence, chin firm, level bite. Her ears are large & set tall, lightly furnished.
She has a typical expression, gentle slant to the setting, lovely green to the
colour, wide almond shape. Elegant body, long & lithe, good length of leg, oval
paws, broad base to her tail of very good length. Coat has good evidence of
double quality, quite a good density to the undercoat, with a pleasing soft top
coat,. Colour a softer mid blue tone, though I’d like more sheen ideally. Her
condition was ad always excellent, black heels, excellent tail rings, solid tip. , her
temperament, still with her usual grump which appears to be purely effectual. I
do so like the look & expression of this girl she has such lovely poise too as she
relaxes in her pen.
AOV SLH Grand Champion, Male;
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GR CH GREGSON’S CH JULESCOON AZLAN. MCO n 22. 09-06-15. Brown
Classic Tabby Maine Coon, showing a wonderful degree of substance & maturity
for his young age, very masculine head type & beautifully prepared. Head of
overall excellence, marginally longer than wide, well defined cheeks, good
squareness of muzzle, slightly heavy brow, shallow concave curve at the bridge
of his nose, chin has good width & also depth, level bite. His ears are larger & he
carries them tall, tufted tips, longer internal furnishings, His eyes were quite
large could be more rounded detracted from slightly due to the heavier brow,
fractionally deeper in set than slightly oblique, green colour. Beautifully
developed body, broad chest, strong shoulders & flanks, rectangular appearance,
heavily boned legs, large paws, tail I’d like a little longer ideally for his body
proportions. His coat length was excellent, shorter over the shoulders,
lengthening along his body, full breeches, shaggy tummy, good amount of ruff,
well prepared. He has some brindling to the pattern along his lower back that
aside his the pattern was otherwise very good facials, well defined leg barring,
,not tail rings as such. His ground colour was surprisingly warm for a Brown &
the contrast well defined, black heels & outer edges of his paws. He was in
wonderful condition & he was a gentle giant of cat. He looked extremely
handsome.
RES GR CH Not Awarded. 2nd BURGESSS’S CH KASSARO WASHINGTON.
MCO n 03 22. 25-04-15. Brown Classic Tabby & White Maine Coon, I like this
lads head type very much though at present he is a little out of kilter with his
body having some catch up to do. Head is a little longer than wide, high well
defined cheeks, good muzzle, in profile he has pleasing shallow concave curve at
the bridge of his nose lovely perpendicular line to his deep chin, which was most
impressive, bite level, he has quite a lot of gingivitis. (mentioned for
information). The ears are large & beautifully set, being tall & alert, wide base
with good furnishings, tufts their tips. Green eyes, slightly oblique setting, round
& good larger size. His body has a great deal of filling out still to achieve, he is
well grown & the bone is good but at present he is very narrow & lacks width
across his shoulders & flanks & would benefit with more depth of chest, as result
is little out of kilter, good legs & paws, very good length of tail which was
impressive. Gorgeous coat is really was beautifully prepared, glossy top coat,
typically shorter over the shoulders, slightly shaggy tummy, still to acquire
fullness to his ruff. His white areas, chest, tummy, front paws & back legs were
clean & bright & contrasted well against is rich warm brown Tabby markings,
which were all well defined. He was splendid condition & has a lovely confident
nature.
British Grand Premier, Male;
GR PR HOLDEN’S GR CH & PR CHRISHELL AL PURRCINO. BRI n 26-09-15.
Black, its not easy to pull off being a Black cat, this boy manages it very well.
Head well rounded apple shape, full cheeks, rounded brow, chin & bite good. His
ears were relatively small & set well apart, fitting well into his head shape, neat
appearance. Large eyes well open & round, deep orange colour, though the light
did tend to drain a little. Cobby compact body, well proportioned limbs, round
paws balanced tail. He has a lovely glossy jet black coat which was dense not
perfectly sound but as black as one could hope for with intense sheen to the
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surface, could be a tad crisper ideally. He was a little shyer than usual toady but
still very amicable & in splendid condition.
AV Foreign Rex or Sphynx Grand Champion, Male;
GR CH WILSON’S CH STANREX NIDORAM SILMARILLION. DRX n. 28-05-15.
Black Devon Rex, though I would prefer a little more masculinity. Short wedge,
well defined high cheeks, good whisker break, just requires a little more muzzle
strength ideally, flat brow between his ears, moderate stop, chin tapers
fractionally, level bite. I would prefer the ears larger ( not to imply small) & with
more widely flared base, reasonably well set with good width between, tufted
tips, muffs not really evident. Eyes are a pleasing wide oval shape, almost
straight top line, good green colour (even if no points). Whilst not the largest of
boys his body was lithe & firm with good weight for size, slender limbs, small
neat paws, well balanced tail. coat was well waved & free of guard hairs & very
soft as a result the waves though wide apart were well defined, & cover the
majority of his body, legs & tail, just a little downier on the tummy area, slightly
thinner are at the base of the tail, He was in lovely condition & he was such a
gentle lad, who handled well & deserved his award.
Siamese/Balinese Imperial Grand Premier, Male;
GR PR & RES GR PR Not Awarded. 1st COOK’S GR PR STYPHERSON
DREAMBOAT. SIA b 21. 01-08-14. Chocolate Tabby Point, Siamese, this lad is
undoubtedly stylish but in my opinion still needs to fill out more fully before he
is ready for an award at this level. He has a longer length wedge looking a little
pinched, profile is virtually straight, good depth chin & his bite is level. Ears are
set wide apart & have wide flare to the base, complementing his head lines, very
good larger size. Gorgeous eyes, the shape & slant both excellent, deep blue
colour & beautifully expressive, Long elegant neckline, his body is very long but
still very lean & narrow, though he is well muscled I don’t think he has yet
attained the development required for an Imperial but that is only my own
opinion, long slender legs, small oval paws, fine tail of very good length. Coat
was beautifully close lying & well prepared, it was beautifully sleek. Clear coated
in a light soft ivory tone, lovely facial markings, these are exceptionally sharp &
clear for Chocolate, good scarab, well marked thumbprints on his ears, the leg
marking are more subtle as one would expect of his colour but still evident, good
tail rings. The chocolate colour slightly on the darker side with deeper chocolate
to his heels & tail rings. He is lovely condition, & his temperament was
splendid. I can’t deny there is is great deal to like about the boy, but he still lacks
the degree of maturity & masculinity for this level of award.
2nd RYAN’S GR PR RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE. BAL d 21. 20-06-12 Red
Tabby Point Balinese, this lad has become so heavy he was looking coarse &
lacked elegance. Head was showing the degree of masculinity the other lad
lacked, some muzzle pinch to his good length wedge, profile very good, firm chin,
bite good. His ears are well set but need to be larger & require wider flare at the
base to balance his head more fully. Eyes are oriental in shape if on the wide
side, not as intense as the previous lad. Heavy rounded body which lacked
elegance, slightly heavier boned legs & paws, tail was short to balance the body
proportions & requires more fullness to his plume which is a little sparse. His
coat length is overall good but his undercoat is a little woollier than ideal, as such
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the coat does not flow over the body as well as I would wish & the texture though
soft could be silkier. Body is very heavily shaded, & his tracings I would ideally
like to see more definition. He was in excellent condition & his temperament
was very relaxed, sadly his excess weight has blurred his type completely.
Siamese/Balinese Imperial Grand Premier, Female;
IMP GR PR Not Awarded. 1st GLAUBITZ’S GR PR LOLUJA DRESSEDINLACE.
SIA m 21. 30-11-14. Caramel Tabby Point Siamese, Attractive miss, she has
quite a short wedge, though this is balanced & relatively even wedge, small dip in
profile, her chin lacks depth, her bite good. I would like her ears larger ideally, &
they require more widely flared base though they were set well apart. Her eeys
were a problem as they looked very small & deeper in set than I would wish &
they were a little crusty at the rims, I called the DV who confirmed my findings
which I discussed with her owner at the end of my judging., the colour appeared
to be good from what could be ascertained. Not a big girl but surprisingly firm &
weighty for her size, slim legs, fine tail, shorter length. Her coat was short &
beautifully close lying, incredibly sleek, with soft sheen evident. Body is
showing a degree of shading, though she still has very good contrast to her
tracings, which are in the main very good, good facials, well defined leg bars,
some linkage to her tail rings. These appear to be the more taupe tone indicating
Caramel with deeper colour on the hocks, outer edges of her paws & tail tip,
brownish tinge to the base of her ears & scarab to some degree. Eyes apart her
condition was excellent & her temperament was charming.
British Dilute Tortie Adult;
1st CC & BOB. DRAPER’S CHRISHELL DOTTIE DRAPUR. BRI j. 06-06-16.
Lilac, for 9 months this girl looked wonderful & has gorgeous type. Really
beautiful face apple round, impressive fullness to her round cheeks, round brow,
good muzzle, firm chin, bite very borderline & sadly will I feel deteriorate but
that is for another day. The ears are beautifully small & very neat, set wall apart
fo her very young age, no distortion to her head shape. Eyes are well open &
round, bright deep orange colour. Beautifully square compact body shape, low
on her well boned legs, round paws, balanced medium length heavy tail. Her coat
was beautifully dense, could perhaps be a little crisper, but perfectly in keeping
with her very young age. Her colour is really beautiful she is a soft warm pinky
lilac, intermingled throughout with generally softer shades of cream & is visually
extremely attractive. Her condition was superb & her temperament was charm
itself she was a delight, but her bite was extremely marginal & may well hinder
her advancement.
2nd WOOD’S CHARNODLEYWOOD DIPPIN-DOTS. BRI g. 24-04-16. Blue, still
a little tall & long, & head development not so well advanced as the winner but
with super coat density. This girl is still a little unbalanced but not out of
keeping with her young age, just to get is all together. Head still looking juvenile,
to round more fully at the cheeks, good muzzle, rounded brow, good chin & level
bite, Her ears still to widen a little more, though they are relatively small & do
not look out od place. Eyes, round & well open, good colour bright orange. Body
is proportionate to her age, still at the longer stage where she has to fill out,
longer in the leg though well boned., round paws, balanced tail. Wonderful coat
it was quite short, beautifully dense, with a very impressive degree of crispness
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for a girl of her age. Mid blue slightly tipped (not excessive), intermingled with
varying shades of cream, evident throughout. Condition & temperament both
excellent.
British Smoke Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. COLLINS’S SAORSA CHARMEDIMSURE. BRI ns. 13-07-15.
Black, I confess the certificate on this lad was extremely borderline as his bite is
undeniably questionable, however as a Black Smoke of any breed he is the best I
have ever seen, absolutely amazing. Very masculine looking lad with impressive
stature. Broad rounded masculine head type, excellent fullness to his cheeks,
tends to throw his whisker pads, rounded brow, broad nose, strong chin, cursory
inspection of his bite indicates it was very questionable but I didn’t want to push
it too far & gave him the benefit of doubt. Broad skull, smaller medium size, ears,
set well apart, & not interfering with his head shape. His eyes were open &
round with an excellent intense vivid orange colour. Tick set compact body,
deep chest, broad across his shoulders & flanks equally, strong well boned legs,
good size round paws, balanced medium length tail. His coat was short & has
excellent density & a good degree of crispness particularly for a Silver series. To
all intents & purposes this lad appears to be a solid Black cat in the pen till he
moves & his coat breaks to see his silver undercoat, which once parted is clearly
visible throughout, even in the shortest areas, the contrast is sharply defined,
with excellent glossy top coat, it really was quite superb & a true pleasure to see
a genuine smoke with an even colour throughout, free of any pattern & not a
blown silver. He was in super condition, but starting to tail swishing indicating it
was time to go back into his pen. I stand by my comment that he is the Best
Smoke I have ever come across.
Korat Adult, Female;
1st CC & BOB HAWKINS’S KOORAHK PRECIOUS. 19-02-15. Quite dainty
petite girl who was incredibly vocal. Head has good heart shaped appearance
viewed head on, her muzzle neither too pointed nor too blunt, flat forehead,
slight stop & she has a slight rise on her nose, good chin, level bite. Her ears are
moderately large with light internal furnishings, set high & alert. Her eyes are
large & definitely prominent, her colour predominantly green with slight hint of
amber, such an indignant expression. Her body was semi cobby though she is on
the smaller side, that said all in proportions with good legs, small oval paws, her
tail has slightly thicker base moderately fine shorter medium length. Single coat,
fine texture, generally close lying, though opening along her spine line. Her
colour is a mid blue tone, she has some silvery sheen which is more obvious in
some areas than others. Her condition was excellent very vocal but it appears ot
be free of malice.
Also Considered for BOB. HAWKINS’S CH SAWATO KALASIN. 27-07-15.
Large lad who looks like he enjoys multiple dinners. His head requires more
obvious heart shapes appearance head on, his muzzle was quite broad & longer
than I would have preferred, good width across & between the eyes. Flat
forehead, requires more obvious downward dip to his nose & he has no evidence
of slight stop, chin good, bite level. His ears are moderately large set quite high
on the larger side wit sparse interior furnishings. His eyes are large & dominate
his head, full round when alert, green colour. His body is very heavy with a
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somewhat expansive waistline (needs an elasticated waistband) very compact
shape as result, his legs are relatively slender, oval paws, tail rather short &
small tail irregularity at the extreme tip. Single coat,, reasonably fine texture.
Mid blue colour with fair amount of silver tipping though I’d like it more
obviously so. Quite an amicable chap, condition very good, though a diet would
be beneficial.
Korat Kitten, Male;
1st DEACON’S KOORAHK GWILYM. 15-10-16. Very young & as yet all a little
out of balance, has reasonable heart shaped face viewed head on but as yet is
rather fine on the muzzle, with slight pinch, teething badly & has a slightly finer
muzzle, small nose bump, slight stop, chin requires a little more depth, teething
badly. Ears are set quite high, round on the tips, moderately large. Eyes could be
a little larger to create more dominant effect, the colour has still to settle, being
more hazel/light amber at present. Still very young, some growth to achieve,
proportionate limbs, small paws, tail slightly short. Single coat which could be a
fraction shorter, fine texture, opening at the ridge line. Mid blue, still to achieve
more obvious silver tipping. Excellent condition, he was not happy about the
experience.
Korat Kitten, Female;
1st & BOB WATON’S KOORAHK SIRIKIT. 15-10-16. What a little minx, taking
trying to take Korat speak to the next level & she obviously now hates her
brother in the next pen with a vengeance. very pleasing head though with heart
shape in front view, flat forehead, slight stop, more evidence of downward curve
than her sibling, her chin & bite good in spite of her teething. Ears are tall,
sparse interior furnishing, quite large with rounded tips. Her eyes made a
difference, possibly much to do with her irate state, but it definitely enhanced the
effect , they were do dominate, round aperture, large in size, light hazel amber
tone & obviously not yet settled. Body is quite dainty as yet, good legs & small
neat paws, slightly thicker base to the tail which was quite fine, fairly balanced
length. Single coat, though her ire raising her spine line, soft fine texture. Mid
blue but showing more sheen than her litter mate. Condition was excellent, can’t
say the same for her lack of manners, one expects a vocal rendition from a Korat,
but she was really pushing it & was making her indignation known, taking
particular offence to her brother when she saw him, clearly not showing sisterly
love.
Devon Rex Neuter, Male;
PC Not Awarded. 1st JONES’S AMUN MR FIZZIWIG. DRX ns 24. 23-05-15.
Black Silver Spotted, His head though possessing width across the eyes was long
in relation to its width, rather broad muzzle, lacking whisker break, flat brow,
but no stop, just a very shallow break, his chin was good, bite very untidy. Ears
have good wide base & larger size, if a little higher than I’d wish. Large eyes
which are wide oval shape. His body hard & well muscled with deep broad
chest, well proportioned limbs, oval paws, balanced tail. Sadly no coat to speak
of, very thin further compounded by harsh guard hairs along his back & tail,
broken whiskers & eye brows. He was a well mannered chap & his condition
was excellent.
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2nd WEBSTER’S POOLSIDE PRINCE VELVET. DRX a 32. 25-07-14. TCR Blue,
Shorter wedge, again lacks whisker break, fine on the muzzle, flat between his
ears, minimal break, his chin requires more depth, bit good. The ears are set well
but I’d prefer larger & more typically flared at their base, some muffs at their
base. Eyes are large but much too round & almost bold which detracts making
him look very startled. Good neck, body not as well muscled as the previous
exhibit, slender limbs, small paws, tail relatively fine acceptable length. His coat
was not as short as I would wish with a slightly shaggier appearance & more
wispy wave in places, as opposed to rippled effect it was very soft & fine, but not
typical, with the fur straighter on his tail, shorter whiskers, his coat lacks density
Devon Rex Neuter, Female;
1st PC & BOB. MURPHY’S GR CH KALTES RHAPSODY INBLUE. DRX as .
18-08-08. Blue Smoke, what a very attractive senior lady. Shea has a short
wedge with high cheeks, showing good whisker break, good muzzle, flat on the
brow between her ears, very good stop, short nose, chin & bite good. Her ears
are set well & have well flared base, being critical I would prefer them larger.
She has beautiful eyes being full oval eyes, wonderful mischievous expression,
not so often seen now. Her body though not larger was well proportioned &
firm., with slim legs & small neat paws, fine tail. With the exception of a slight
amount of bareness towards the base of her tail she was otherwise well covered
with a short reasonably dense coat which was soft & fine free of guard hairs, with
soft rippled waves, some broken more stubbly whiskers. Wonderful
temperament & condition, she was a delightful lady who actually looked the part.
2nd JONES’S AMUN PANDORAS BOX. DRX hs 21. 23-05-15. Chocolate Tortie
Tabby, Litter sister to the boy in the previous class. Rather rangy girl who is
quite dainty & fine, looking a little immature for her age. She has a reasonably
short wedge, quite high cheeks, with some whisker break, though her muzzle is
a little fine, flat brow, needs more stop, chin fair, bite good. Her ears are quite
large & have good wide base but she is inclined to prick these rather high, small
tufts, eyes too round & emboldened. & lacks the required expression as a result.
Her coat though is short, it is soft & has s slightly wispier fluffier texture with as a
result a lack of density to the wave, albeit she was well covered, free of guard
hairs,, stubbly whiskers. Charming temperament, very good condition.
Also Considered for BOB. TANTON’S PR NIDORAN SILVER DOLLAR. DRX as
21 08-02-15. Blue Silver Tabby, very well muscled body, broad chest, well
proportioned legs & paws, his tail was quite a well balanced length. His head is
rather long in the muzzle which detracts as he does not have a typical Devon
look, requires higher cheeks line, & his whisker break is shallow break, strong
chin, bite good. His ears are quite large but carried a little high & require more
flare to their base,. His eyes are large full oval shape, (green colour if anyone is
interested, as there are no points). His coat is very uneven, with some wave, the
texture is harsh & more wiry in texture lacking density with lots of harsher guard
hairs, stubbly whiskers & eyebrows. His condition was excellent with a confident
temperament.
Tonkinese Neuter,
Considered & Awarded BOB. DEACON’S PR TONKINNI LEMON DELIGHT.
TOS b 32. 12-03-15. Chocolate, well balanced girl well worthy of a CC (or even
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a PC………….oops!) fitting nicely between the two original parent breeds. Head
shows a moderate medium wedge, showing gentle whisker pinch, very slight
break in the profile, reasonable chin, bite level. Ears are medium size, oval tips
& are taller than wide, with a slightly angular setting. Her eyes have a full almond
shape, bluish green colour, gentle slant. Body was from & well toned, with good
length, slender limbs, small neat paws, slight taper to the medium length tail.
Quality coat, which was close & short, silky fine texture. Colour was reasonably
warm showing more contrast than I would ideally prefer but she is a light
coloured chocolate & still very young, so may well take much longer to reduce
the level of contrast. Her condition & temperament both splendid.
Chocolate Point Siamese Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. GURNEY TAYLOR’S TINKERTAYLOR D’ARTAGNON. 22-04-16.
Very young & with more development to come, but where one would expect
given his age. Good length virtually even wedge, very good profile, good depth
chin, scissor bite. Ears are large with good flared base , he can on occasion prick
them a little higher, though this improves as he relaxes. His eyes are marginally
deeper in set, oriental shape, the blue has a good depth of colour. Body has very
good length, just to muscle up more fully but not out of keeping with his age, long
legs & oval paws, good length tail. His coat marginally long, (nothing excessive),
laying close & sleek. Clear ivory coat, which afforded excellent contrast, his point
whilst not yet fully complete were developing well, typically paler stockings as is
usually the case with Chocolates, his mask still to colour fully, whilst not milk
chocolate he did have warmth. He was in splendid condition & has a very
composed gentle nature.
Tabby Point Siamese Adult;
Considered fro & Awarded BOB WALKERS’S GR CH COSITA DARCEY
BUSSELL. SIA a 21. 01-02-14. Blue, not a big girl but overall pleasing. Not a
long wedge but with balanced even lines, small dip in profile, her chin requires a
little more depth, bite good. The ears I’d prefer a little larger with more flare to
their base but nevertheless, are very set with excellent width between.
Beautiful eyes, deep vivid blue colour, well defined shape & slant,. She is a little
on the plumper side with quite fine boned legs & small neat paws, her tail is fine
looking a little short possibly attributable to her slightly fuller figure. Her coat
was short & close, very good sleekness to the texture.. Body is shady, though
reasonably tonal, & still some contrast to her tracings, good facials, excellent leg
bracelets, offset tail rings, darker blue heels & tail tip. Excellent condition, very
placid temperament.
Red Point Siamese Adult, Female;
1st CC & BOB. CASSAR SIMMONDS’S DEBIKAT NEMESIS . 28-04-16. Very
much the young adolescent, though a nicely balanced & very even girl. She has a
balanced even wedge, profile almost straight, reasonable chin, level bite. Ears are
large, set well apart but not exaggerated, flared complementary base. The eyes
are typically oriental in both shape & slant, with a very good depth of blue & such
a lovely gentle expression. Good neckline, body is firm & development in
keeping with her age, slender limbs, small paws, fine tail. Well prepared short
close lying coat, with satin like texture. Body clear near white colour, her points
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are a definite red, though I would like them deeper ideally. Beautiful condition &
charming temperament. Exactly where one would expect her to be given her
young age.
Red Point Siamese Kitten;
1st & BOB. BROCK’S KEVELS PRINCE HARRY. 19-10-16. Very pleasing little
chap,. There is nothing quite like a well balanced exhibit which conforms to the
SOP’s as they tend to do well as they are unlikely cause offence regardless of
who the judge is. Balance wedge, with even lines barring minimal kitten pinch,
very good profile, chin has fair depth, bite good. Ears are large, set well apart,
good width to their base which complements his wedge. Eyes are a very typical
oriental shape & slant, with a very good depth of blue to the colour. Body is firm
& well proportioned for his young age, with slender limbs neat paws, good
length fine tail. His coat is close lying, with a well prepared finish, good shorter
length. Milky white body colour with excellent contrast to his points albeit these
could be a little more intense ideally. Very pleasing little chap, without any
undue exaggeration, excellent condition & temperament.
Tabby Point Siamese Neuter;
1st & PC THORPE’S SHERMESE JOIE-DE-VIVRE. SIA n 21. 06-04-16. Seal,
delightful young miss, she is a stylish girl & has much to admire. Beautifully
balanced even triangular wedge, virtually straight profile, chin is good enhanced
by her small beard (a thing of the past, bust I still like to see it), level bite.
Beautifully set ears, excellent larger size & wide flare at their base, which
harmonises with her wedge enhancing the even lines & equilateral effect.
Gorrgeous eyes, really beautiful shape & slant & possessing s very good depth of
blue, wonderful expression. Good neckline, lithe toned body development
proportionate to her age, good length, slender limbs, small paws, good length
fine tail. Her coat was close lying, good length, very satin like finish & well
prepared. Body of warm beige, her tracings are really beautiful, striped cheeks,
‘M’ to the brow, thumbprints on the ears, excellent leg barring, well defined tail
rings, dark seal brown heels, Her condition was super & her temperament was
charming, she was looking much more relaxed out of her pen, very elegant.
2nd WROE’S GR CH COSITA SUSHI LATANYA. SIA a 21. 22-09-14. Blue,
another very attractive girl obviously more mature head type, which made the
choice between the two difficult, I would willing have awarded this girl a
certificate. Head is shorter but even & almost straight profile, chin could be
deeper, bite good. Hear ears are set well apart, I’d like a little larger but she is a
much more girl & they are proportionate to her development, set well apart.
Again lovely eyes., vivid blue, excellent shape & slant, lovely expression. She is v
elegant & firm, with slim legs & small oval paws, fine tail could be a little longer.
She has a beautiful coat, it is short & very close lying, beautifully prepared sleek
satin like finish with soft sheen. Some tonal shading in blue, with generally quite
good definition to her Blue Tabby tracings, though contrast could be a little
better, good facials & leg bars, solid blue heels. She was in super condition & has
a very genteel demeanour. The younger girl has a little more style which
determined the ultimate placings.
Considered fro & Awarded BOB. COOK’S GR PR STYPHERSON DREAMBOAT.
SIA b 21.
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AC Persian Breeders Neuter;
1st STEWART’S GR PR BARLEYFIELDS PADDINGTON BEAR. PER d.
12-08-14. Red, handsome cat, sadly the area he was in did nothing for his colour
making it appear, dark & flat. Masculine head type, broad & round with well
filled cheeks, broad round skull, good stop, short nose, well formed nose leather
& nostrils, strong chin with good width, bite virtually level. Ears are set wide
apart & low, smaller size. Eyes well rounded & open, deep vivid orange colour.
Strong neck, strong body, deep chest, low on his strong boned legs, large paws,
balanced short full bushy tail. He has a full coat with very good density, full frill,
soft fine texture. Sadly his location in the hall was not advantageous for his
colour, though it was as clear as one could possibly hope for in a red, it was also
coloured to the roots, it appeared very flat whereas a little further along the
lighting was much improved. His condition was excellent, very relaxed
composed chap.
AC Persian Neuter Not bred by Exhibitor; Not an easy choice.
1st BOYES’S GR CH & OLYB IMP GR PR VIVALDI TEDDY-BOYES. PER d 03.
17-09-13. Red Bi-Colour, Gorgeous eye colour, beautiful preparation, well
developed body, rich red. Clean white.. I have handled this lad on a number of
occasions & think he is a wonderfully well balanced representative of his breed.
Head is broad with well rounded cheeks, broad top, excellent stop, short nose,
well formed nose leather & nostrils, good deep chin, minimally undershot bite,
Ears are small & well placed, with a neat tidy appearance & well furnished
interiors. Beautiful eyes the colour is stunning deep vibrant coppery orange,
well open shape & pleasing boldness, Cobby, well muscled body, excellent bone
to his legs, round paws, short bushy tail . Lovely preparation to his coat it has
excellent soft fine texture, full frill, stands away for the body, well groomed, soft
fine texture. His white was clean & sharply contrasted by his deep bright red
colour, which was also sound. Super condition & excellent temperament, later
Best Persian Exhibit.
2nd SMITH’S ALGERNON PICCOLO PER a 03. 24-05-15. Blue Bi-Colour, I liked
this lad very much. Large well rounded head shape, with fullness to his cheeks,
broad round skull, excellent stop, good nose leather, broad deep chin, bite a little
undershot. His ears are set well apart & low on his broad top, longer internal
furnishings. He has lovely eye shape, larger well open round shape creating a
pleasing degree of boldness, colour could be a little deeper, being a golden light
orange tone. Chunky solid body, cobby shape, low on his strong legs, round
paws, bushy tail. Well groomed coat, of overall excellent length & fullness, with a
lively quality standing well away from the body. Clean white contrasted by the
cooler blue, need to tidy up the odd white hairs on the blue patch over his back.
Splendid condition & such a confident nature.
AC British Senior Adult; 3 really handsome exhibits, I’d have been happy
with any to win a class.
1st DALTON-HOBBS’S IMP GR CH LORASTON BILLY-IDOL. BRI e 03.
20-07-13. This chap has a really lovely face, apple round well filled cheeks,
rounded brow, well developed muzzle, frim chin, level bite. His ears are set well
apart, smaller size, lovely neat appearance. His eyes are round & well open,
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intense coppery orange colour. Thick neck, cobby compact body shape, strong
legs & round paws, heavy tai of medium length . Coat was beautifully dense
could be Just a tad crisper ideally. Body has excellent cobby shape, strong legs &
large paws, balanced medium length heavy tail. Excellent demarcation. Between
his cream & white, with clean whiter lines between the two, if you want to breed
Bi0Colour of any breed you have to realise there is potentially extra work
involved in keeping the coloured areas sharp & clear of odd whit hairs as in this
case, so many congratulations, the white is clean & bright, the cream though still
with a vestige of pattern to fully clear, it is soft & as sound. As you could hope for
in a subtle cream of this tone. Wonderfully composed temperament for an
entire male, superb condition.
2nd BUJALSKA-AXON’S CH DELPHINIUM SIMPLY RED. BRI d 24. 20-12-13.
Red Spotted, extremely handsome & superb muscular exhibit. Masculine head,,
very broad, cheeks are well developed though to some degree masked by his
heavy jowls, rounded brow, strong chin, bite level. Broad skull creating excellent
width between his medium size ears, just a little open at the base, his eyes are a
beautiful deep coppery orange, well open & round good larger size. Thick
muscular neck, deep chest, huge frame compact & deep chested, strong flanks,
heavily boned legs & huge paws, heavy tail. Dense coat. It has a good degree of
crispness, ideally it could be marginally shorter but nobody gets everything &
this lad has so much more. His body pattern is well spotted there is a little
linkage but nothing untoward, his colour is an intense bright red,. Superb
temperament & wonderful condition.
3rd WOOD’S GR CH APATCHICAT HAYMICKABENATHY. BRI d.
AC British Kitten;
1st BEARDSMITH’S MEWSOS EARTHA KITT. BRI a. 07-07-16. Blue, wow!
wow! wow! just beautiful amazing coat. Later my Overall Winner for Best in
Show. My boxes were well & truly ticked.
Type Tick,
Condition –
Tick
Temperament Tick
Where to start, Beautiful head, apple round, cheeks already well developed &
round, round brow, strong chin, level bite. Her ears are small & set well apart,
fitting her head shape to nigh perfection. Her eyes are round & open, very good
deep intense orange colour, wonderful expression. Body is beautifully cobby &
compact low on her strong legs, round paws, very well balanced tail. Her coat
was absolutely amazing, so beautifully short & incredibly dense for such a baby,
it was so crisp you could almost leave finger print impressions in it, you only
wanted to scrunch it. Soft toned blue with the most minimal tipping &
otherwise a sound even tone throughout. Her temperament was fantastic & her
condition, super, she really was true delight & the best British coat I had all day.
Well deserving her Overall Best in Show, loved it.
2nd BEARDSMITH’S MEWSOS ETTAJAMES. BRI a. 07-07-16. Blue, litter sister
to the winner & again very lovely in her own right, actually she is also prettier
but not the same degree of impact. She has an extremely pretty face & looked so
girly & smiley. Round head, good muzzle, her cheeks are well developed, round
brow, chin & bite good. Her ears are small & well placed fitting well into her
head contours well. Eyes well open & round, bright orange. Body like her sister
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cobby shape & low on her strong legs, round paws, good tail. Coat is a good
shorter length, but lacks the crispness of her sibling being softer & not quite as
dense but under most circumstances would have done very nicely for a girl her
age. It was also more heavily ticked with a paler banding of colour beneath.
Wonderful temperament & again her condition was superb. Another lovely
kitten in her own right.
3rd CAMBELL’S ABLUKI ELEANORE RGBBY BRI ny
Russian/Abyssinian/Cornish Rex/Devon Rex or Korat Adult;
1st OAKLEY’S OLYB IMP GR CH KREMLINKATZ KATYA KALIKOVA. RUS a.
2nd WILSON’S CH STANREX NIDORAM SILMARILLION. DRX n.
3rd STARK’S IMP GR PR DUSHENKA ORPHIEL. RUS a,
AV Foreign Limit Neuter;
1st WILLIAMS’S TYPHAST FIREKRACKA. BEN n 22. 30-05-16. Brown
Spotted Bengal, handsome youngster developing well, lovely colour & pattern,
ears still to widen off a little more. Still very much the young adolescent & some
developmental issues to address, but some of these are nothing more than time
factors. Head still to broaden & round more fully, I’d like to see a little more
prominence to his whisker pads, gentle hint of break at the eye line, good chin,
level bite, wide set canines, his ears still to widen off a little more, medium size &
rounded on the tips. Eyes are large, rounded oval shape hint of slant, strong
neck, long body muscling up well, strong well boned legs & round paws, medium
thickness to his tail which is marginally long. Lovely coat, very soft medium
length. Well defined facial markings leg barring & tail rings, very good spotted
pattern showing some rosetting, smaller spots over the shoulders. His colour
was rich & bright, well contrasted, spotted tummy, paler muzzle area extending
on the throat. He was in lovely condition & his temperament very amicable.
2nd JONES’S AMUN PANDORAS BOX. DRX hs 21.
Russian/Abyssinian/Cornish Rex/Devon Rex or Korat Adult; Little to
choose between 1st & 2nd the reason became clear when I saw the catalogue
as they were brother & sister.
1st MCGLASAHN’S IMP GR PR SHOELINA MARIAVA OLEG. RUS a 04-06-12
Russian Blue, handsome, short wedge, from the eyes down, good muzzle
prominence, slight angel in profile, showing gentle concave curve at the eye line,
good depth chin & bite. His ears wet tall, pointed effect to their tips, light
internal furnishing , moderately large. Eyes a definite green, fuller almond
shape, in a gentle slanted setting. Body is well proportioned, good length,
slender limbs, small neat paws, broader base to his good length tail.. His
undercoat could possibly be a little more evident but still with double qualities,
soft fine top coat. Quite a soft blue colour, with good evidence of translucent
tipping present. Very composed relaxed temperament, super condition.
2nd MCGLASHAN’S GR PR SHOELINA DIAMOND JUBILEE. RUS a. 04-06-12.
Russian Blue, little sister to the class winner. Virtually ditto but in a more
feminine version the only real difference was the chin, depth. Short wedge,
muzzle again prominent whisker pad, hint of angle in profile, reasonable chin,
bite level. Ears of good size, set tall, lightly furnished interiors. Almond shaped
green eyes, pleasing expression. Good neckline, long elegant body proportions,
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long legs, oval paws, tail thicker base & well balanced length. Double coat, soft &
fien to the top. Even mid blue colour, with a good amount of silvery sheen
evident particularly the shorter areas. Condition was excellent & temperament
was charming.
3rd PINCHES & TWIGGER’S PR RUGBUG LUKE THIGHWALKER. CRX bs.
AC Oriental Non-Self Adult;
1st DEVLIN’S GR CH BAROUSHKA BY-DESIGN, OSH ns 03 25. 22-07-15.
Black Silver Ticked Tabby Bi-Colour, striking exhibit but he is something of a
cringe & as such does himself no justice. His white areas are sparkling white.
Beautifully strong head with even lines to his wedge of good length, strong
profile just a small rise on the nose, chin has very slight taper, level bite, His ears
are large, complementary wide flared to their base, beautifully set & excellent
top line. He has beautiful eyes, the right enhanced by the black eye liner, vivid
green colour. He has a wonderful body, its long & strong, with slender long
limbs, oval paws, fine tail of well balanced length. Beautiful coat short &
extremely close lying, satiny sleek, so beautifully prepared. Sparkling clean
white, with varied size mainly smaller patches of Silver Ticked Tabby evident,
small muzzle splash of tabby with a slight amount of tarnish, present, Wonderful
condition & superb temperament . He is in wonderful condition just a little
lacking in confidence to make the best of what he has to offer, he is a very
handsome lad.
2nd BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK SMOOTH OPERATOR. OSH n 24. 15-05-15.
Brown Spotted, very young & lots of growing & maturing to achieve, This lad has
an excellent head, showing balanced lines to his even wedge, excellent profile,
I’d prefer a little more depth of chin, bite level. Very large ears which are
beautifully flared at the base & complement the strong wedge, the setting is
excellent low but not too much so. His eyes fill the eye socket& are a very
pleasing oriental shape & slant, wonderful vivid green, he has a very gentle
expression. Body is very long & lithe & though firm & well muscled he has still to
fill out & develop more but at not yet 10 months has time on his side for this,
long slender limbs & oval paws, long fine tail, impressive length. Beautifully
sleek coat, incredibly sleek & a very good shorter length.. He has well spotted
body pattern, spine line breaking well, beautifully defined facial tracings, leg
barring tail rings also very good.. There is some agouti invasion to the spotting
blurring the edges in part but not excessive & this di not unduly detract from the
overall clarity. The only real criticism was that to the overall colour was cold
lacking the required coppery ground. Beautifully composed youngster in
superlative condition.
AC Oriental Self Kitten;
1st TONKINSON’S TENAJ MYSTICMEMORY. OSH c. 13-10-16. Lilac, balanced
young chap no undue flash , but with a pleasing balanced appearance overall.
He has a good length wedge with small pinch as yet, no doubt due to teething
with very swollen gums , very good profile, chin good, as was his bite. Ears are
large set well, could be a little wider at their base. The eyes are a pleasing shape
& slant, also showing a very good definite green colour already. Body is
proportionate to his age, developing length, slim legs, small paws, tail quite fine
& well balanced length. Coat could be a little shorter, laying close & has an
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excellent texture. The colour is a little on the dark side requiring a little more
pinky warmth, at present banded & unsound but his is hopefully just a
transitional phase. He was in excellent condition & has a very gentle nature.
AC Oriental Non-Self Kitten;
1st KEOGHAN’S ORIEAMORE ZLATA. OSH f 25. 26-08-16. Brown Tortie
Ticked Tabby, most attractive miss, of overall excellent type. She has a good
length wedge, very balanced overall, profile developing well, chin was good, level
bite. The ears were large & very set with excellent width between, good wide
open base which complements her head lines. Eyes enhance by the black rims,
oriental shape & slant, beautiful vivid green colour. Her body is lithe & elegant,
with slim legs, tiny paws fine whip like tail. Her coat was a reasonable shorter
length but she does fluff it on occasion, though otherwise close. She has an
amazing amount of Red present, most unusual fro Tabby of any pattern without
white let alone Ticked, the brown elements were rather dark & cold, but the red
made up for it, the ticking was in the main well banded, only time will tell if this
extends itself equally to the red areas as she develops. Condition was splendid,
very gentle nature.
Wrong Coloured HINSON’S ANNAMAR CHANTILLY LACE. OSH m 24 (n)
23-06-16. Entered as Caramel but actually Brown , Almost adult & small as yet,
so will need a growth spurt. She has lovely type & is very stylish, excellent
head lines, profile virtually straight, chin I’d like deeper, level bite. Very large
ears with wide well flared base, very well set, good top line with gutters. Her
eyes are a very good oriental shape & slant, lovely green colour, pleasing
expression. Body is lithe & long but need to fill out & grow on more fully,
slender limbs, small paws, fine tail which has a very small irregularity at its tip.
Coat short & close, satin like finish. Good spotted pattern & well defined tracings
to the extremities, all contrasted well even if somewhat cold, black heels, outer
edges of her paws & tail tip. Definitely 100% brown & not Caramel, not even a
questionable one. Her condition & temperament both excellent.
AC Oriental Non-Self Kitten;
1st EDWARD’S SUP UK OLYB IMP GR PR HEMLOCK ALFREDO FERRARI.
OSH b 24. 05-01-14. Chocolate Spotted Tabby, Lovely head lines the length is
excellent showing complementary even lines, very good profile, firm chin & level
bite. His ears are really beautifully set & I would say just about perfect, being
not too low nor too high, wide well flared base, excellent larger size. Stunning
eyes the shape & slant being exquisitely oriental combined with a really
beautiful y bright green colour, with the must gorgeous expression, what more
could you ask for? Long, long body, beautifully toned, long slender limbs, oval
paws balanced of by an wonderful long fine tail. Beautifully prepared short,
very close coat with sating like finish. His pattern whilst not perfect, is
nonetheless impressive, well broken spine lines, well spotted along the length of
his body, well defined facials & extremities. He has an attractive warmth to his
ground colour the chocolate pattern could show a little more warmth..
Wonderful condition Y super temperament. I would say the breeder has pretty
much sewn up Oriental Spotted Tabbies at present & congratulate her on her
achievements,. This lad is wonderful & makes my day I love his eyes.
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2nd ALLEN’S GR PR ALDERSTAR MID-KNIGHT SKY. OSH f. 01-01-14. Black
Tortie, generally good head type, some pinch to the muzzle, very slight dip in
profile, chin could be deeper, missing most of her incisors. Her ears are
moderately large, set well though just require a little more flare to their base.
Her eyes are on the larger side & look a little too bold, the colour though is an
vivid green tone. Body has good length with slender limbs, small neat paws,
quite a fine tail. Her coat is slightly on the longer side & not laying as sleek as I
would have wished, fluffing it open & the texture could be sleeker as a result. She
is a good combination of Black & shades of red. Condition was sound, very
amicable lady.
Wrong Classed THORPE’S JOHPAS DELEALLI. OSH d 03 33 (SIA d)
13-05-16. Entered as Red Bi-Coloured appears to be a straight Red Point
Siamese. At present this lad is somewhat out of kilter, which was exacerbated by
his panic when removed from the pen. He is at present looking a little
unbalanced & does himself no justice. He has a medium wedge, showing some
muzzle pinch, profile not quite straight, I’d like mo.re depth of chin, bite good.
The ears are good size & set well, wider flare to the base would benefit. He
widens his eyes & he has such a worried expression, good depth of blue, Body is
as yet still very typically adolescent & a little rangy, slim legs, small paws, he was
bushing out his tail. Coat is a little longer than I’d prefer, slightly dryer texture
which he exacerbated by fluffing it out. Clear body, milky white, his red points
could be more intense but there was no evidence of white to be seen, hence I
wrong classed as this was a class for Orientals. His condition was sound, just
extremely panicky out of the pen & trying to cling onto it, for dear life.
Siamese Breeders Adult;
1st HELM’S GR CH VELEVETENA FAWNTOCAPTIVATE. SIA p 19-08-10.
Fawn Point, beautiful size & development, mature & well balanced, She has a
shorter wedge, not quite straight profile, chin okay, good bite. Ears though I
would like larger & to have more flare to their base, they were set well apart.
Her eyes fill the socket & are a lovely depth of blue for such a subtle dilute, very
striking, though I have no doubt enhance by temper. Her body is beautifully
firm, good length, long slender limbs, well balanced tail. The coat was beautifully
prepared & very sleek, good shorter length. Her body has a clear slightly offwhite tone, with good contrast to her soft new mushroom points colour, which
was soft & quite subtle just deepening slightly on her mask & ears, with very
delicate hint of colour on her stockings. Her condition was excellent, can’t say
the same for her temperament as her manners require refinement.
2nd GURNEY TAYLOR’S TINKERTAYLOR D’ARTAGNON. SIA b
3rd WALKERS’S GR CH COSITA DARCEY BUSSELL. SIA a 21.
Siamese not Bred by the Exhibitor:
1st PALMER’S CH TINTALLY MOONLIGHT. SIA c. 17-10-15. Lilac Point , I
really like this girl she is so beautifully even & balanced, stylish. She has a well
balanced even triangular wedge, tiny break in profile which does not unduly
detract, chin good, level bite. Ears are set well apart & balance her head lines,
with good wide base, good size. Her eyes are lovely, the shape & set both
excellent having pleasing oriental slant, deep vivid blue colour, with such a
trusting expression. Firm girl of good body development, slender limbs, neat
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paws, well balanced tail. Her coat was a good shorter length, beautifully close
lying & well prepared, sleek satin like texture. Clear light magnolia colour, very
good contrast to her points, which are a slightly cooler tone of lilac requiring a
little more pink to warm the colour. Her temperament was splendid & her
condition superb. whilst not being overtly flashy, she is most pleasing.
AC Siamese Maiden Kitten;
1st RAHTBONE’S BELLIS SUMMERTIME. SIA B 21. 18-08-16. 18-08-16.
Chocolate Tabby Point, very spindly kitten who I would like a little better grown
for her age. Her head ideally requires more width in relation to its length rather
pinched wedge & muzzle is rather sharp, developing profile, chin tapers a little,
bite good. Ears are quite large would benefit with a little more flare to their base
& she could hold these lower in set. The eye colour has good depth of blue,
slightly wide, worried expression. Body is as yet very spidery which she
exacerbated by fluffing her coat which made it appear overlong & a not as close
as I would wish. Body is clear ivory, well marked Tabby tracings. Condition was
sound, temperament very good.
AC Siamese Radius Kitten;
1st ENTWISTLE’S GABLEME ARUBA AMARYLLIS. SIA m 21. 24-07-16.
Caramel Tabby Point, as yet she has rather a pinched wedge, developing profile,
needs a stronger chin, bite okay. Her ears are set well with good flare to their
base, good larger size. The eyes are very full as opposed to true oriental,
creating a rather startled expression, not the deepest blue but not infer pale.
Her body I would like to show a little more development as she is now over 7
months, slim legs oval paws, balanced length tail. Coat laying close, could be a
little shorter, well prepared. Her tracings are more blue than Caramel, evidenced
by the nose leather & heels, but still very young so may become more obvious as
she grows. Some body shading developing. Condition & temperament both
excellent.

End of Report.
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